MEET LULA TALISOLA
CHAOS on BRALANAK CITY! Amidst another Emergence following the GREAT DISASTER in hyperspace, the PADAWANS of the STAR HOPPER tried to commandeer a Spider Cruiser to help evacuate the citizens of Trymant IV. On the alien planet, these Jedi-in-training met the young Force-sensitive Mikkian ZEEN MRALA and her friend KRIX KAMERAT and the terrifying marauders known as the NIHIL....
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GIVE UP, JEDI SLUM! YOU'RE OUTNUMBERED AND SURROUNDED!

LULA TALISOLA

KRIK? WHERE ARE YOU?

FARZALA TARABAL

WHAA-WHAA WHAT DO WE DO, LULA?

ZEEH MIRAL

WE DON'T HAVE A CHOICE...

DORT

...WE FIGHT.

TIME TO CRUSH THESE TINY JEDI!

IF LOOKING FOR A TINY JEDI, YOU ARE...

HAAK?!
...OF ASSISTANCE, MIGHT I BE, HMPH?

BUCKETS OF BLOOD HAS ARRIVED ON THE SCENE!

BUCKETS OF WHAT NOW?

I KNOW BUT... EWW?

ANYWAY, LET'S GOOO!
I see her back there! SHE—

Krix, she... she used the Force just now when she stopped that debris, didn't she?

I mean, she... maybe it was... We all know what we saw.

Huh?

The child is a Force user.

Elder Tromak, I believe your sect has very specific rules about people using the Force which she is in direct violation of.

Already she sides with the Jedi against us...

...and this one defends the young heretic rebel. We will leave him to the chaos then.

I... but...

No!